
+49 (0)40 468 992 48
Mo-Fr. 10:00h to 19.00h

Pure dunes - Offroadtour Morocco (M-ID: 2109)
https://www.motourismo.com/en/listings/2109-pure-dunes-offroadtour-morocco

from €2,290.00
Dates and duration (days)

During this motorcycle tour in 8 days, they drive on the Erg Chebbi and its adjacent desert
landscapes. For desert beginners, this tour is suitable.

Tour description: 

Day 1: Arrival
We pick them up at their arrival airport and take them by car
to Merzouga.

Day 2 + 3 dunes Training
You take after breakfast the bikes and ride the first test
laps in the sand to get a feel for motorcycle and
underground to get. After a lunch break with a snack, the
second part of the exercise begins.

You learn how to cross the dunes on the simplest and can
access them surfing.

Our tour guide leads them in these two days approach to
the sand down so that they can move in the sand, KTM safe
and effortless.

Day 4 + 5: Merzouga - Mharech - Merzouga (220 km) or
alternatively around Merzouga
If you want something fun and extends their condition for
this, we offer them a stage to Mharech.

Day 6 + 7: Sand dunes around Merzouga

Day 8: Departure
Depending on the time of your flight, you can relax even on
site. Their holidays have extended the weather and enjoy
the many activities to be offered can while departing guests
Pick-up by the pre-agreed service will be driven to the
airport.

What to expect?

Slopes and sand dunes.
Around the Erg Chebbi. Green oases and through the sand
dunes of the Sahara
Experienced tour guides accompany them safely to the
stages, good food and the unforgettable "Hotel of the Stars
1001" will never forget!
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Countries Morocco

Category Motorcycle Tour and Training

Terrain Offroad

Vehicle motorcycle rent incl.

Tourguide / Coach yes (guided)

Accommodation Hotel / B&B or similar

3 star hotel

Flight to / from no, not incl.

Ferry no, not incl.

Support vehicle (luggage/service) yes

Level of difficulty easy

medium

Customer payment protection no

Special Winter escape

* PRICING Minimal without optional extras, see pricing

Pricing

Price per rider KTM EXC 450 in shared twin/double room €2,290.00

Price per rider KTM EXC 450 in single room €2,530.00

Included

Airport transfer from Morocco

packing list, country information etc.

Flight booking support

Escort vehicle for luggage and technical support

drinking water

All overnight stays with HP in double room

Lunch snack during the daily stages

Tour guide on motorbike

Not included

Flights and taxes

Visas and fees
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Insurance (travel cancellation, travel pick-up, etc.)

Deposit for rental machines

gas

Alcoholic beverages

Drinks at the hotel

admission charges

All services not listed

More details

Minimum number of participants : 3

Tour duration 8 days with 6 days motorcycling

100% sand track

Destination airport: An open jaw flight Casablanka/Moulay Ali Cherif is ideal. Also possible (but resulting in
long overland journeys in Morocco) is Marrakesh

This tour is also suitable for people who don't have a lot of experience in riding in the desert
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